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ABSTRACT

An elaborate computer prograne has been established for calculating

the optical properties and their flret order derivatives for arbitrary multi-

layer structure systems. The method eaploys Chebychev polynomials. The

optical properties that may be calculated include reflectivity P, transmiBsivity

T, absorptivity A and their derivative* R1, Tg and A1 with respect to

wavelength. The obtained values of R, T and A as calculated by this

method were compared with their values calculated from direct multiplication

of matrices using the characteristic transfer technique. The advantages of

the present programme over the previous one reside in the reduction of the

computer time by almost a factor of m, the total number of identity periods,

and the advantage of calculating the derivatives of R, T and A with respect

to wavelength. The basic formulas which are utilised In these calculations

are given together with the essential details of the programme, Including a

block diagram.
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INTRODUCTIOH

The purpose of this paper is to enrich the available computational

techniques that vere developed for the calculation of the optical properties

of thin films and multilayer structures [1]-16]. The programme presented in

this paper is a developed version of a previous programme that was written for

the IBM 370 Model 168 and which van reported in an earlier paper [l]. Tvo

new advantages are achieved by this progranae. First, the calculation of the

optical properties R , T and A for thin films and multilayer stacks using

Chebyehev ploynomials. This advantage provides the values of the characteristic

matrix T of the entire layer system without the need of successive

computations of m characteristic matrices for a layer system that consists of

m layers. This reduces the computer tine toy almost a factor of m, the total

number of basic Identity periods. Second, but more important, is the

calculation of the first order derivatives R ' , f * and A ' with respect to

wavelength. The zero values of these derivatives yield the critical values of

wavelength at which R U ) , T U ) and A U ) assume extreme valueB. These

values can then he classified as local maxima or minima from the values of

R U ) , T ( X ) and A U ) in the neighbourhood of the critical points \Q. The

achievement of the first advantage, not only provides an alternative method for

calculating the basic optical properties of multilayer structures, but offers an

extremely efficient method with a considerable saving in computer-time. Of

course, Chebychev polynomials, referred to in the next section as U (a), are

well developed [7] and their values are listed in many standard tableB [8].

Therefore, storing the necessary values (only two) of the particular polynomials

required for the calculation of the elements of T (Eq.(T) of next section)

Is a trivial matter. The Inclusion of the second advantage is to help reveal

the main features of any designed superlattice stack regarding the ranges of

wavelength in which any of the basic properties R , T and A can be maximum

or minimum. Such a primary theoretical scan can be very useful in the early

stages of design of particular multilayer coatings.

THEORETICAL DISCUSSIOHS

The theoretical solution of the problem of calculating the optical

properties of multilayer structures is in principle well known. The solution
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provided "by the method of the transfer matrix technique has been the most

attractive due to its simple notion and elegant formulation [9l-[ll]. The

most recent theoretical discussion of non-ideal superlattice stacks has been

developed by Madjid and Abu El-Haija [12]. The argument allows for random

variation in layer thicknesses as well as the presence of interfacial layers

between the primary layers of the layer syatem. Since that paper will be

used as the starting point for the present discussion the notion will, in

essence, be adopted to preserve continuity and reference should be made to that

paper for details regarding definition of terms and primary derivations. The

theory that will be presented here will be limited only to the amount needed

to Berve the purpose of the present article.

The optical properties of a single layer can be expressed in terns of

the elements of a 2 x 2 characteristic matrix [9]. Denoting the alternate

layers that form the multilayer strcture (Fig.la) by the superscript J (J * 2,3),

the matrix for each layer pair (having thicknesses lu,

'incidence is

3

MO («> - n
J-2

and h_), at normal

where

and

"ll

P
21

COS
11

*21

»i • *

sin j,. « • * ,

(2)

(3)

o

Is the complex index of refraction of the constituents of the layer system.

The characteristic matrix T(mn) of the whole ideal multilayer structure

consisting of m identity units is

T(n>w) - (5)
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vhieh can be written as 11

'21 22 (6)

As Eq.(5) indicates the calculation of the elements of T requires

the repetitive multiplication of the characteristic matrix M (it) into itself

as many times as the total mnunber a of the Identity periods. Of course,

this is cumbersome and costly specially for multilayer systems whose basic

units consist of absorbing naterialB. Another way of evaluating the elements

of T in Eq.(6) is through the use of the results arrived at byAbeles [13]

which gives the m t h power of a uniaodular matrix M (ir) as

12

21 um-l

}
(T)

U (a) are Chebyehev polynonlals of the second kind of order B definedn

1-.2

and the argument a is given by

11 22 * (8)

M?. are the elements of the unit matrix M°(it) as determined by Eq.(l).

e extension of these formulas to non-Ideal multilayer structures

is possible by redefining the identity period of thickness h? as [12j

ft ( A ) • h + h + h + h
k 2 3

and a characteristic matrix of the form

, k -

where

2 f I h 1 ( « ) •

(9)

(10)

(11)

and

M1(f Ih I(*)) -

4
n I

- i n slop
(12)

is the characteristic matrix of the lnterfacial layer; P and n_ are defined

for the lnterfacial layer analogous to their meaning In Eq.(lt). The

characteristic matrix for the entire lnterfacial layer structure will Xeep its

general form that appeared In Eq.(5), i.e.

(13)

11 12

l22
(lit)



where Bl -

- H° (15) B. (20)

corresponds to the lest Incomplete period (Fig.lb). In the limiting case when

h (n) = 0 the interracial matrix (12) will reduce to a unit matrix and

accordingly (10) will be identical to (1). Similarly, (13) will be Identical

to (5) and (Ik) will be Identical to (6),

For convenience, ve introduce the auxiliary quantities

12

( T 2 1 * T 2 2

and Ag as

(16)

where p̂ ^ and p t in our studied examples are the indices of refraction of the

adjacent media, air and quartz, respectively. The expressions for the coefficients

of refraction and transmission become

(1?)

(18)

and • denote! the complex conjugate. The differentiation of R and T with

respect to 1 yield*

(21)

The calculation of the elements of T requires the knowledge of the

derivatives of n and k, (j • 2,3) with respect to *. These are obtained

by one of tvo methods. If the spectral dependence of the optical constants of toe

composites of the multilayer structure is known, rr and TT~ becone

obtainable and the task i s then simple. If not, the spectral dependence of

R and T of those thin-layer composites can be used to determine -rr- and TT- *
R TaT

rr T T -
jR aT

Prom the curves R(X) and T(X) the Blopea £p«nd -r^ at all wavelengths of

Interest are determined and substituted In (21) whose solutions,

afterwards, yield !?• and |£ . The obtained values of |"- and ~ are

then stored as part of the input data that is necessary for the calculation of
TT- , -r? and -TT- for the entire multilayer structure. This last procedure is
3 A 3 A tfA
what was folloved in the present study.

The reflectivity R and transnissivity T defined as

R -in , T

become

- B_

where
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(19)

THE COMPUTES PROGRAMME

Fig.2 Is a block diagram, that illustrates the computational steps followed

for the calculation of R, T and A and R', T1 and A ' . The programme which

was designed for the HCR-century-251 computer system performs these calculations
in, 3kj

from the Input data which are n,, k,, yj»- and -rj*- as functions of wavelength

for the different layers, n for the substrate, n, for air and h, the
£ x J

thickness of the layers that form the layer structure.

The programme has been used for Ag-SiO superlattice stacks of 110 A

periodicity. The theoretical calculations of R, T and A for » U» sample

are sketched in Fig. 3. For comparison the corresponding calculations using

the previously reported R-T-.A computer programme [l] are SIBO displayed

together with the experimental curves which were obtained using a Cary Model lit
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spectrometer equipped with a reflection cell. The calculated derlratices R1

and 1" for tMfl sample are displayed in Fig.k.

In conclusion, a calculation method has been described for determining

the optical properties and their first order derivatives for thin films and

multilayer systems. The method, in effect, reduces the problem of the optics

of any multilayer coating to a simple ordinary arithmetic problem since for the

determination of R and T in Eq.(19) ve need only to determine the four

elements of T (Eqa.(7))i a. matter which involves the use of the values of only

tvo Chebychev polynomials U _(a) and U (a) and vhlch are usually stored as

part of the input data. This tremendous simplification should be promising in

the treatise of particular multilayer optics problems whose solutions have not

met much success [11]. Therefore, the method Is convenient, accurate and very

general.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Flg.l

Fig.2

Fig.3

Flg.U

dotation of a mult i layer structure; ( I ) Idea l , ( I I ) mult i layer

structure with i n t e r f a c l a l l ayers present betveen each primary

layer pa ir . (a) one period 1* stack; (b) two period 2t s tack}

(c) mi stack. Note that the l a s t period I s always incomplete.

Block diagram for the composition of r e f l e c t i v i t y , t r a n s m i s s i v i t y ,

absorptivity and their firBt order derivatives.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental spectral dependence of

R, T and A ror a kw Ag-SiO stack; h°(ir) - 110 A (f£ • 0.55,

f3 » 0.1*5).

(xxxxxxx i present calculations using Chebychev polynomials;

- . - , - . - : transfer matrix technique calculations;
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Spectral dependence of the der ivat ive of R and T for a layer structure

of k Ident i ty per iods . A l l parameters are as in F i g . 3 .
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